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Meeting people for the first time
Pleased to meet you
How do you do
Nice to meet you
Good to meet you

Nice to
meet you

How do you do is not a question
that needs an answer. People
reply the same (“How do you
do”) or say any of the other
expressions in the list.

Nice to meet you and Good to
meet you can also be said at the
end of a first meeting, along with
goodbye.

British people shake hands
when they meet for the first time,
though generally don’t at
subsequent meetings.

Ladies and
gentlemen, let me
someone
introduce you to
for this
who has done a lot
company ...

Please let me introduce myself
I would like to introduce you to ...
Let me introduce you to ...
This is ...
ROLE PLAY

Imagine you have never met your teacher before.
Introduce yourself.

Now your teacher will introduce you to an imaginary
group of distinguished listeners ...

And your turn: introduce your teacher to the same
audience.

A few people people will shake hands when they meet friends and colleagues, but
most don’t. The only certain time people shake hands in the UK is when they meet
for the first time.
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Catching up with friends and colleagues
When greeting someone we often use
a different expression from the one
they use. If they say “Good morning”,
we might say just “Morning” or “Hi”. It
seems that if we say exactly the same
back it lacks warmth and makes us
sound a bit robotic, like an echo!

Good morning
Morning
Hello
Hi
Hello (especially on the phone)

With your teacher say the first
exchange and see how stiff and formal
and not very warm it sounds!

Good morning

Good morning

Practise other ways you might greet each other:

Hi!
Good morning
Morning!
Hello!
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............
............
............
............

How’s it going?
When you meet someone you know,
Good morning or Morning is fine up
until midday. Afternoon or Good
afternoon is standard at work after
midday. though a bit too formal for
your wife or husband. Hi, hello and
the others are warm and friendly.
Hello is standard on the telephone.

When they meet a colleague, people
in Britain like to talk about the
weather. The weather in Britain is
unpredictable and can change in
seconds. That’s why it’s a talking
point. The key is to express a mild
grumble, however hot or cold or wet
or windy it might be, and to avoid
precise statements.

We like to ‘catch up with’ friends and
colleagues, to find out how they are
and what they are doing (or ‘what
they are up to’). If they reply It could
be worse or Not so bad, this is not as
negative as it seems.

When we ‘catch up’ we make ‘small
talk’, which is light conversation about
the weather, something in the news,
what you did last night and similar.
Small talk generally avoids politics,
religion and other opinionated
subjects which may expose different
views and create an awkward
atmosphere.

Exchange greetings with your
teacher as if the time were ...
9am 3pm 8pm

How’s it going?

Good to see you
How you doing?
How’s it going?
How are things?
Not too bad
Yes, not so bad
Yes, good thanks
What are you up to these days?

A bit chilly
today

Freezing, isn’t it !
What a lovely day _ and we’re
indoors!
Raining again. Will it ever stop?
A bit windy today!

ROLE PLAY

Practise making small talk with your teacher about:

1) the current weather
2) a recent sports game or news story
3) a television programme you have both seen
4) your favourite music
5) what you did last weekend
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